ABSTRACT. The problem of protein folding was studied with trypsin inhibitor by deviation analysis (1). The results showed that: i) Qualitatively, the main features of the structure, determined by this method, coincided with the structure determined by X-ray crystallography (3). This structure is, however, not topological but functional, and may elucidate the functional relations between various parts of the protein.
Statistical analysis of the regional variation in amino acid distribution along the primary sequence in proteins has revealed (2): i) The frequency of occurrence of each amino acid in a defined sequence with functional significance more or less deviates from the average distribution and the amount of deviation (dev) seems to parallel the function of the sequence, ii) Binding of two peptides results in a decrease of their dev values uponsaturation of their binding abilities (deviation decrease, DD). Deviation analysis was then used to deduce the interacting sites in protein (3). Following the previous prediction (2), dev analysis is herein applied to the problem of protein folding.
Protein folding, the formation of the native structure of proteins, is governed by the amino acid sequence in a definite environment. As for its mechanism, there are many factors involved, including non-covalent forces and water, to which the dev has no explicit relation. However, it is possible that dev analysis could apply to intramolecular peptide-peptide interactions by means of the estimation of DD. Suppose, in the folded structure, that peptide A is close to peptide B and various binding forces are involved between them. Dev analysis would show that the dev of A decreases when it is interacting with B and vice versa. Analysis on entire regions would give the mutual relations between various portions, and the higher dimensional structure of the protein might thus be obtained.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The details of dev analysis have been reported (3). Briefly, the aminoacid composition of somerestricted region and its deviation from the average composition in the total protein are calculated. The latter value is defined as the deviation (dev) of that restricted region. Dev is calculated consecutively over the entire primary sequence. In this report, sequences of five consecutive amino acids (restricted sequence B, x=5)
were examined. Then another sequence of the same length (sequence A) from another part of the molecule was added to the sequence B under consideration. The same calculation was carried out again at x=10. When the specific deviation (dev/x) at x=10 was less than that at x=5, its percent decrease was defined as the deviation decrease (DD) and used for the estimation of the binding activity of region B with region A. Then the DDvalue was used for the deduction of the distance between these two regions. Mainly, interactions with non-covalent bonding were searched for, so that the minimumdistance between B and A was 10 residues: closer regions were not investigated. In this study, trypsin inhibitor from bovine pancreas was analyzed. The cotranslational folding mechanism is assumed, based on our previous finding that an enzymatically active beta-galactosidase is attached to the polysome (4). Another possibility, posttranslational folding, was not examined. As shown in Table I , the analysis was from the N-terminus of the protein. Its amino acid sequence is shown in Figure1 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Table I lists the cases whoseDDvalues were over 60, and includes the position and the sequence of restricted region B and the respective region A whose addition caused the decrease in specific deviation. As the region of calculation shifts successively by one amino acid along the protein sequence, the DDvalues form more or less wide peak. The highest peak around these regions was selected and its DDvalue was assigned to the corresponding region B to characterize it. Wethus selected the pairs No. 2, 6, 8, 12, and 14, marked by asterisks in Table I . From these peaks we set up the following series of structural models (Fig. 2) . Pair No. 6 indicates that the region 24-28 binds with the region 1-5 and suggests model 1 (Ml (Table   I ). These pairs are therefore supposed to be parts of larger combination units. However, there are some pairs having small DDvalues far from any pair with higher DDvalues. Someof them can be used to learn additional details of the structure. For instance, in order to elucidate the possible disulfide bonding among 5-C, 30-C, 51-C, and 55-C, the interactions between these regions were investigated by dev analysis. Table II suggests two disulfide bonds, one between 30-C and 51-C and the other between 5-C and 55-C. Due to the lack of further information, most of the smaller DDvalues were neglected as noise. These small DDvalues would less significantly affect the overall structure, and the above results demonstrate the possibility that a structure qualitatively similar to one from X-ray crystallography can be obtained from the large DDvalues. The structures of the segments depicted by dotted lines in M5, 18-21 and 29-32, are difficult to determine by dev analysis. In the distribution of charged amino acids (Fig. 1) , region 21-38 is hydrophobic (except 26-K) and probably is folded into the interior of the molecule. As the region 24-28 is close to the region 1-5 (pair No. 6 in Table I ), it is possible that 26-K interacts with 3-D or 7-E and is neutralized. Another defect of our analysis is that protein configuration is difficult to predict. For example, interposition of the region 18-25 between the region 30-34 and the region 41-47 in M6
could not be clarified by the DDvalues around these regions.
No further refinement of our structure model was attempted, because: i) Our model was derived from the dev, upon which the function seems to depend in a parallel fashion. Thus our model is not a topological but a functional one. For example, the active pocket, an active site existing in the bottom of the topologically depressed region, would be depicted as an active peak in our model, ii) Although the structure is rough, the functional relations between the various parts of the protein could be inferred in our model. For this purpose, detailed topology is not necessary. In this research, it was found that the dev of a region, and hence its function, is modified by interaction with other portions of the molecule. The one-dimensional arrangement of the A and B regions in Table I along the amino acid sequence is shown in Figure 3 . The datum for pair No. 2 in the table indicates that the function of the region B (7-EPPYT-ll) was suppressed by the region A (37-GCRAK-41). Topologically, the former region might be covered by the latter, which would be located nearer the surface of the protein than the former. The cases for pairs No. 6, 8, 12 , and 14 are also shown. The regions above the horizontal line (A regions) are rather exposed on the surface. Theactive site containing 15-K is one of them. Although the figure only shows the relative nature and the analysis was restricted to cases with DDvalues larger than 60, the above prediction seems to be reasonable. A more detailed analysis will be reported later. Instead of a general survey on the functional aspects along the primary amino acid sequence, we are nowinvestigating the functional aspects of the dev peaks obtained from the dev pattern (3) and the relation of the corresponding sequence with other parts of the protein. Intramolecular regulation mechanisms are the next target to challenge.
